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Event Introduction
The Field Robotic Event is an annual competition, launched in 2003 by the
University of Wageningen in the Netherlands. Harper Adams University
are hosting the 14th Annual Event. The competition philosophy is to boost
innovation of future technologies for Precision Farming under ‘real
conditions’ in the field. Young scientists from various Universities all over
the world participate, this event is also open to companies and individual
competitors.
The competition requires teams to design, construct and demonstrate an
autonomous robot to complete a variety of agricultural tasks
autonomously. Tasks are challenging, demonstrating sensing, navigation
and actuation. Each task will be scored and ranked.
A total of 14 teams are participating in this years event.

Presentations
Throughout the even there will be presentations delivered in the main lecture
theatre in the AIEC building. Please see programme at end of booklet for times.
Yellow Gold:- Jim Loynes
A project to plant and harvest daffodil bulbs in the extreme environment of the
Welsh hillsides with a view to making better use of the land and producing
Galantamine, a drug used to treat Alzheimer's disease
Hyperweeding-Matt Butler, Mingfeng Wang.
An automatic weed detection and spot treatment system using lasers and
focussed sprays of herbicide. This is currently on trial in lettuce fields and saving
on 99.9% of pesticide.
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Atlas robots-Sam Wane.
Developed to introduce the fundamental concepts of agricultural robots to
undergraduate students, it has been rolled out to all levels including schools and
Master’s level. The ‘hands-on’ approach allows them to learn programming
quickly and to use sensors such as GPS to allow robot navigation.
Agri-Epi Centre- Simon Blackmore.
The Agricultural Engineering Precision Innovation Centre is one of four AgriTech
Innovation Centres established by the UK government, Driving growth and
supporting innovative ideas to help farmers and business owners become more
profitable and sustainable
Automation in Digital Farming- Hans-Werner Griepentrog
Some definitions and new ideas about future farming
Hands-free Hectare - Kit Franklin.
A world first project to grow a hectare of crop without a human setting foot in
the field. All operations are done remotely and autonomously, the project is in
full-sway and the crop is growing well.

Connecting to the Harper Adams guest network
Wireless connections
You can use Eduroam to login or select “hawlan” from the list of available
wireless networks.

Registration
Open a web browser and attempt to access an internet site. You will be
redirected to a registration page. Please select “Guests WITH an Account”. You
will be asked to accept our “Acceptable Use Policy” and on the following page to
enter the User Name and Password
User = Field Robotics

Password = Field Robotics
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Select “Download” (no software is downloaded or run for guest users) which will
take you to the registration page. Please enter the requested details on the form
and then select “Continue”. The system will then complete the registration
process and connect you to the guest network to allow internet access. If you
encounter difficulties accessing websites on completing this last stage please
restart your web browser. If you still encounter a problem please briefly turn your
wifi off and then back on which will clear the connection and allow it to connect
correctly.

Event Tasks.
Comprehensive competitions rules and regulations can be downloaded from
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/files/rules-and-regulations.pdf

Task 1 - “Basic navigation”
General description
For this task the robot has three minutes to navigate as far as possible between
the rows of maize plants, starting in the first row and travelling sequentially into
rows 2, 3, 4 etc. (figure 2). On the headland, the robot has to turn within the 2m
field boundary and return in the adjacent row. This task is all about accuracy,
smoothness and speed of the navigation operation between the rows.

Figure 1: Task 1 Basic Navigation
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Field conditions
Random stones will be placed along the path to represent a realistic field scenario.
The stones will not exceed 25 mm from the average ground level. The stones may
be small pebbles (diameter <25 mm) laid in the ground and large rocks that push
(max 25 mm) out from the ground, both are installed. In other words, the robot
must have ground clearance of this amplitude at minimum, and the robot must be
able to climb over obstacles of max 25 mm height.
Rules for robots
The robot will start the task from the start line. The start line may be on the left or
right of the field. The position of the start line will be notified to the teams before
the start of the task.
If the robot is about to deviate out from the path and hit maize plants, the team
member with the remote controller must press STOP button immediately. The
STOP button must be pressed before the robot damages stems of the maize
plants.
Penalties
Crop plant damage by the robot will result in a penalty of 1 meter per plant.
Manual intervention to move or adjust the robot will result in a penalty of 1 meter
for each time the robot is STOPPED.
Assessment
The distance travelled in 3 minutes is measured. If the end of the field is reached
in less than 3 minutes the remaining time will be used to calculate a bonus factor =
total distance x 3minutes/measured time.
The total distance includes travelled distance and the penalty values. Distance
and time are measured by the jury officials.
The task completing teams will be ranked by according to the total distance
values.
The best 3 teams will be rewarded.
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Task 2 - “Advanced navigation”
General description
Under real field conditions crop plant growth is not uniform. Sometimes plants
may fail to germinate or may be attacked by pests. We will approach these field
conditions in the second task.
As in task 1 the aim is to navigate as far as possible between the rows within 3
minutes.However in this task the robots have to follow a certain predefined path
across the field. Additionally at some locations, plants will be missing (gaps) at
either one or both sides with a maximum length of 1 meter. There will be no gaps
at row entries. The robot must drive the paths in the order given before the start
of the task. The code of the path pattern through the maize field is done as follows:
S means START, L means LEFT hand turn, R means RIGHT hand turn and F means
FINISH. The number before the L or R represents the row that has to be entered
after the turn. Therefore, 2L means: Enter the second row after a left hand turn,
3R means: Enter the third row after a right hand turn. The code for a path pattern
for example may be given as: S ‐ 3L ‐ 2L ‐ 2R ‐ 1R ‐ 5L ‐ F.

Figure 2: Task 2 Advanced Navigation
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The code of the path pattern is made available to the competitors 15 minutes
before putting all robots into the parc fermé. Therefore, the teams will not get the
opportunity to test it in the contest field.
Field conditions
Random stones are placed along the path, to represent realistic field scenario
where the robot should cope with holes etc. The stones are not exceeding the
level of 35 mm from the average ground level in the neighbourhood. The stones
may be pebbles (diameter <35mm) laid in the ground and large rocks that push
(max 35 mm) out from the ground, both are installed. In other words, the robot
must have ground clearance of this amplitude at minimum, and the robot must be
able to climb over obstacles of max 35mm high. No maize plants are intentionally
missing in the end of the rows. However, due to circumstances of previous runs
by other robots, it is possible that some plants in the end of the rows are damaged.
Penalties
Crop plant damage by the robot will result in a penalty of 1 meter per plant. Manual
intervention to move or adjust the robot will result in a penalty of 1 meter for each
time the robot is STOPPED. The robot must be STOPPED if it navigates into the
wrong row.
Assessment
The distance travelled in 3 minutes is measured. If the end of the field is reached
in less time, this time will be used to calculate a bonus factor = total distance x
3minutes/measured time.
The total distance includes travelled distance and the penalty values. Distance
and time will be measured by the jury officials.
The task completing teams will be ranked by according to the total distance
values. The best 3 teams will be rewarded.

Task 3 - “Field mapping”
General description
In this task teams have 5 minutes to map the field using autonomous systems,
recording the positions of weeds represented by pink golf balls and obstacles
represented by yellow tennis balls. Task 3 is conducted on the area used in tasks 1
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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and 2. The map created in this task will be used in task 4. Up to ten obstacles may
be placed in the field, either between rows or in the headland. Obstacles must not
be passed regardless of whether the robot can do so without touching them. Up
to ten weeds may be placed in the field. All weeds will be placed between rows.
Field conditions
As in task 2 random stones are placed along the path, to represent realistic field
scenario where the robot should cope with holes etc. The stones are not
exceeding the level of 35 mm from the average ground level in the neighbourhood.
The stones may be pebbles (diameter <35mm) laid in the ground and large rocks
that push (max 35 mm) out from the ground, both are installed. In other words, the
robot must have ground clearance of this amplitude at minimum, and the robot
must be able to climb over obstacles of max 35mm high. No maize plants are
intentionally missing in the end of the rows. However, due to circumstances of
previous runs by other robots, it is possible that some plants in the end of the rows
are damaged.

The weeds are objects represented by pink golf balls randomly distributed
between the rows in the soil so that only the upper half is visible. Robots may drive
across or over them without a penalty. The weeds are located in a band 60 cm wide
between the rows. No weeds are located within rows or on headlands. A possible
example is illustrated in figure 4.

Figure 3: Possible locations of weeds for tasks 3 and 4
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Obstacles are represented by yellow tennis balls which will be placed randomly
between rows and on the headland. Robots are not permitted to touch or pass the
obstacles.
Rules for robots
For this task teams are permitted to use systems other than the main robot, for
example an unmanned aerial vehicle or a swarm of small robots. Any system used
in this task must still operate autonomously.
Each team has only one attempt. The maximum available time for the run is 5
minutes.
Points will be awarded for detecting weeds and obstacles and for recording their
positions.
Teams can nominate whether they wish to indicate the detection of weeds and
obstacles separately from the mapping of their locations. Once the nomination
has been made then that method must be used for the task.
There is no requirement for the robot to travel along every row, provided that all
obstacles and weeds are detected, i.e. it is acceptable for example to have a robot
with a high mounted camera which is capable of surveying two or three rows at a
time.
Option 1
A single robot navigates between the rows, as in tasks 1 and 2, giving an audible
signal when it comes across each weed or obstacle to indicate that it has detected
it at that location. The detection of a weed should be indicated by a two second
signal and the detection of an obstacle should be indicated by a five second signal.
A robot that is capable of surveying more than one row at a time must indicate the
row in which it has detected the obstacle or weed.
A robot producing an acoustic signal without any reason will be regarded as a false
positive. Failure to produce an acoustic signal when an obstacle or weed is
encountered will be regarded as a false negative.
The robot should have some means of storing the locations of the weeds and
obstacles as this information will be required to complete task 4.
Option 2
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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A single robot, a swarm of robots or an unmanned aerial vehicle survey the field to
produce a map which indicates the positions of weeds and obstacles in graphical
form. The same rules for false positives and negatives will be applied as in option1.
The Jury will judge whether the positions of the weeds and obstacles shown on
the map are accurate. The map may be generated in real time or can be shown to
the Jury at the end of the run. The team will have 2 minutes from the end of the
run to produce the map and show it to the Jury.
The map will be required to complete task 4.
Penalties
Crop plant damage by the robot will result in a penalty of 2 points per plant.
Manual intervention to move or adjust the robot will result in a penalty of 2 points
for each time the robot is STOPPED.
Indicating the presence of a weed or obstacle when none is present in that location
(false positives) will result in a penalty of 1 point per occurrence.
Failure to indicate the presence of a weed or obstacle when one is present (false
negatives) will result in a penalty of 2 points per occurrence.
Assessment
The Jury will register the number of true positives, false positives and false
negatives:
Each correctly identified and located weed or obstacle (true positives) will be
awarded 6 points per weed or obstacle.
The total travelled distance will not be assessed.
If a team completes the task in less than 5 minutes (excluding the 2 minutes
allowed to produce a map), this time will be used to calculate a bonus factor = total
points x 5minutes/measured time. The task completing teams will be ranked by
the number of points as described above.
The three best teams will be rewarded.

Task 4 - “Weeding”
General description
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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In this task the main robot should be equipped with a crop sprayer capable of
spraying water. The robot will use the map created in task 3 to produce an
optimised path that allows it to spray all of the weeds in the shortest possible time.
Teams will be allowed 10 minutes to configure their robot for spraying and load an
optimised path into its navigation system. The path optimisation process can be
completed using a computer which is independent of the main robot, but this
process must be completed within the 10 minute time window.
The robots shall precisely spray the weeds mapped in task 3. It is not permitted to
touch or pass the yellow tennis balls.
Field conditions
As in task 2 and 3 random stones are placed along the path, to represent realistic
field scenario where the robot should cope with holes etc. The stones are not
exceeding the level of 35 mm from the average ground level in the neighbourhood.
The stones may be pebbles (diameter <35mm) laid in the ground and large rocks
that push (max 35 mm) out from the ground, both are installed. In other words, the
robot must have ground clearance of this amplitude at minimum, and the robot
must be able to climb over obstacles of max 35mm high. No maize plants are
intentionally missing in the end of the rows. However, due to circumstances of
previous runs by other robots, it is possible that some plants in the end of the rows
are damaged.
The weeds are objects represented by pink golf balls randomly distributed
between the rows in the soil that only the upper half is visible. Robots may drive
across or over them without a penalty. The weeds are located in a centred band of
60 cm width between the rows. No weeds are located within rows and on
headlands.
Obstacles are represented by yellow tennis balls which will be placed randomly
between rows and on the headland. Robots are not permitted to touch or pass the
obstacles. The location of the obstacles and weeds will be the same in tasks 3 and
4.
As in task 3, there is no requirement for the robot to drive along every row,
provided all weeds are sprayed.
Rules for robots
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Each robot has only one attempt. The maximum available time for the run is 3
minutes. The robot must give an audible signal when the sprayer is operated.
The robot must spray only the weeds or the circular area around the golf ball with
a diameter of 25 cm. Spraying outside this weed circle is counted as false positive,
with no true positive scoring. In the case that the robot is spraying or producing
an acoustic signal without any reason, this is regarded as false positive.
Penalties
Crop plant damage by the robot will result in a penalty of 2 points per plant.
Manual intervention to move or adjust the robot will result in a penalty of 2 points
for each time the robot is STOPPED.
Activating the sprayer or making an audible signal when no weed is present in that
location (false positives) will result in a penalty of 1 point per occurrence.
Failure to spray a weed when one is present (false negatives) will result in a penalty
of 2 points per occurrence.
Assessment
The Jury will register the number of true positives, false positives and false
negatives:
Each time a weed is sprayed correctly with the appropriate audible signal (true
positives) 6 points will be awarded. If a weed is sprayed correctly but without an
audible signal 4 points will be awarded.The total travelled distance will not be
assessed.
If a team completes the task in less than 3 minutes, this time will be used to
calculate a bonus factor = total points x 3minutes/measured time.
The task completing teams will be ranked by the number of points as described
above.The three best teams will be rewarded.

Task 5 - “Freestyle”
Description
Teams are invited to let their robots perform a freestyle operation. Creativity and
fun is required for this task as well as an application‐oriented performance. One
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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team member has to present the idea, the realization and perhaps to comment
the robot’s performance to the jury and the audience. The freestyle task should
be related to an agricultural application. Teams will have a time limit of 10 minutes
for the presentation including the robot’s performance.
Assessment
The jury will assess the (i) agronomic idea, the (ii) technical complexity and the (iii)
robot performance by giving points from 0 (insufficient) to 10 (excellent) for each.
The total points will be calculated using the following formula: (agronomic idea +
technical complexity) x performance.
Task 5 is optional and will be awarded separately. It will not contribute to the
overall competition results.

http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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The Competing Robots
UniCorn

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage

Aalto University
ELEC-ENG
Finland
Espoo
http://autsys.aalto.fi/en/FieldRobot2017

Team members

Jaakko Mattila, Sampsa Ranta(C), Tanvir Hossain,
Janna Huuskonen, Eljas Hyyrynen, Duc Pham, Riikka
Soitinaho, Vili Vayrynen
Timo Oksanen, Aleksi Turunen
timo.oksanen@aalto.fi

Instructors
Contact Email

Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

21
200W
75
12V
45
40 x 80 x 115
2D laser range scanner, 3 webcams, yaw gyro,
four infrared range sensors, four ultrasonic range
sensors, odometry

Robot software description
C++ code generation using Matlab/Simulink, Stateflow, C# for integration and
drivers for two onboard computers, C++ for machine vision with OpenCV and
CodeVisionAVR for numerous microcontrollers, C# for remote user interface.
Robot hardware description
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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Four wheel drive, four wheel steering, 210x60 mm wheels, three LiPo battery
circuits with protection, quickly replaceable axle modules, advanced four wheel
suspension system with balancing arms, light tower for indication, WiFi for
remote use. Communication based on CAN bus / ISOBUS / J1939 plus Ethernet
with custom messages. Optional CAN bus GPS for freestyle and logging.
Task strategy description
Multiple algorithm realizations for each task, the best one can be selected based
on tests in UK and strategy for each task will be decided in the night before. For
task 3, the team will use the same ground robot with additional sensors.

TAFR

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Team captain
Instructors
Contact Email
Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

Zavod 404
TAFR Team
Slovenia
Ljubljana
http://tafr.si/en/
Janez Cimerman (C), Gal Pavlin, Tim Kambic,
Ziga Brinsek, Iza Burnik
info@tafr.si
timo.oksanen@aalto.fi
50
4x100W motors, Servo motor
0 (differential drive)
24V
90
50 x 90 x 35
LIDAR, IMU, Camera, motor encoders

Robot software description
Robot follows rows of corn with help of lidar (navigates according to closest
cluster). And navigates at the end of corn rows with LIDAR and IMU. We use
normal camera for detection of golf balls (color segmentation) and servo to
adjust angle of spray.
Robot hardware description
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CPU : Intel NUC(i7, 8GbRam), Custom motor driver, peripheral board.
Stepdowns (voltage) from china. All mechanical hardware (motor mounts, plexi
pannels,...) is self made (only aluminium profiles bought).
Task strategy description
Robot has different algorithms according where in task it is. When its in between
the rows it follows the closest corn it detects with lidar. When it turning to next
row it checks IMU for angle of rotation and LIDAR for counting and going into
rows. We use color segmentation to detect golf balls.
Floribot 2017

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors
Contact Email

Heilbronn University
Technical faculty
Germany
Heilbronn
www.hs-heilbronn.de
Torsten Heverhagen, Benedict Bauer (C),
Michael Gysin, Christian Scheuermann, Till
Oetschger, Bernd Hückmann, Sergej Rommel
Prof. Dr. –Ing. Heverhagen
sergejr1988@gmx.net

Weight (kg)
20
Actuators/motors
2 electric motors
installed
Turning radius (cm)
on the spot
Battery voltage
24V
Battery duration (mins)
don’t know. Maybe 1h in use
(W x L x H) (cm)
L 0.64m x W 0.50m x H 0.65m
Sensors installed
Laser sensor all task, Cam for task 3,4
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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Robot software description
It was programmed with MATLAB / Simulink with ROS. The programmed files are
compiled since the floribot only works with C-code. The software architecture
includes all important parts from kinematics to self-localization as well as an
algorithm for traversing in the field.
Robot hardware description
The floribot has been rebuilt in recent months. Within the scope of many studies,
an almost complete new assembly of the robot took place. The most important
aspect was the use and the optic of the robot. In addition, attention was paid to
lightweight construction. The new robot was built with light aluminum profile. It
has a differential drive by two electric motors on the front axle. At the rear there
are two additional swivel wheels installed. This allows him to turn on the spot. The
balance point is very deep because the motors are heavy. An up-and-down
station was built for the robot as it has a very comfortable opening mechanism for
maintenance. The floribot got a new very powerful motherboard. Otherwise he
has the usual normal components for mobile robots. The communication
between floribot and human takes place through a mobile app.
Task strategy description
The same model is used for all tasks in the maize field. They differ only in the logic
algorithm. The basic principle is based on the potential field method. The maize
plants have a repulsive effect on the robot. A central scan determines the speed
of the robot. In Task 1, we specify that a right curve should always be made after a
link curve. In Task 2, we enter the pattern code via the mobile app. Task 3 and 4
are not yet finished.

The Great Cornholio

http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors
Contact Email

University of Applied Sciences Osnabrück
Engineering and Computer Science
Germany
Osnabrück
www.hs-osnabrueck.de/de/field-robot-team
Tristan Igelbrink, Matthias Igelbrink, Jan Roters (C), Steffen
Hellermann, Florian Wasmuth, Thomas Ludemann, Jaron
Martinez, Jannik Redenius, Alexander Kemeter
Andreas Linz, Arno Ruckelshausen
Jan.Roters@hs-osnabrueck.de

Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

25
2x150W
0
24V
30
47 x 80 x 42
Sick LMS 100 and Sick Tim Laserscanner, Xsens
IMU/Compass, Odometry, Raspberry Pi Cams

Robot software description
The basic framework used inside Cornholio is ROS. It helps us to handle different
sensor information in a convenient way and feed these into our algorithms. We use
several ros-nodes for all kinds of sensors and actuators to control our robot.
Robot hardware description
The heart of Cornholio is a fanless pokini-i computer. It uses an i7 processor and
has an SSD hard disk. The motors/motor controller included in our system are
produced by maxon. Cornholio has two of these motors to achieve the differential
driving. Each one controls one side of the robot.
Task strategy description
The navigation is based on the freespace approach using laserscanner data. The
turning at the end of the rows uses the IMU sensor to perform a 90 degree turn,
drives straight for the row width and heads back into the field by a 90 degree turn.
Apart from that we use different tracking algorithms and Raspberry Pi cams to
identify and follow the pink golf balls (in order to spray them) and the yellow tennis
balls as an obstacle.

http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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Agrifac Bullseye

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors
Contact Email
Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors
installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)

Wageningen University & Research
Farm Technology Group (FTE)
The Netherlands
Wageningen
www.wur.nl<http://www.wur.nl
www.robatic.nl<http://www.robatic.nl
Tijn van den Aker, Rick van Essen, André Hulsman,
Ton Kaarsgaren (C), Dirk Otten and Carsten Schep
ing. SK (Sam) Blaauw, Roel Dohmen and dr. ir. JMM
(Joris) IJsselmuiden
robatic.bullseye@gmail.com
35
4x Maxon Motor RE 25 and 4x Maxon Motor RE40
controlled by 4x Motion Mind Rev 2 and 4x Maxon
Motor EPOS2
0
22.2V
60
40 x 110 x 53

Robot software description
The software runs in Robot Operating System (ROS) Kinetic on Ubuntu 16.04LTS
and is programmed in Python.
Robot hardware description
The 2D Sick LMS-111 laserscanner data is processed by an MSI Z871 motherboard
running an Intel Core i7-4770T processor. To control the 4 independ?ently driven
and steered wheels, 4 Maxon Motorare used EPOS2 controllers are used for
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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propulsion and 4 Motion Mind Rev2 controllers for steering. Two additional
Arduinos are used to operate the emergency stop and the spraying boom. The
whole system is powered by two 22.2V 6S 20C 5000mAh Li-Po batteries.
Task strategy description
The Maize rows are scanned with the laserscanner facing forward, with these
measurements the desired motion is calculated. When headland is reached, the
laserscanner on the rear of the robot takes over, it detects the next rows and
navigates through one of them. This way, the robot doesn't have to turn 180
degrees at the headland and our four-wheel steered platform is used optimally.
Weeds and obstacles are detected with four RGB cameras using the HSV color
space.

K9
Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors
Contact Email
Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors
installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

Fontys
Mechatronics
The Netherlands
Venlo
www.fontys.nl
Jesse Bax, Joris Willers, Jarno Meijer (C), Erik Wulms
Stefan Sweerts
Frank Janssen
jarno.meijer@student.fontys.nl
50
8x whiper motors of opel corsa (Vauxhall Nova)
0
12V
Unknown
55 x 60
xv-11 (neato), Xbox kinect 360, pixycam, gy-80
(IMU), induction sensor, AS5048B

Robot software description
ROS for navigation , arduino for lowlevel control of the motors
Robot hardware description
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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1x salvaged i7 laptop for running ROS, 2x Arduino Mega’s for motor control,
8x vnh2sp30 motor controllers for running the motors, 4x Free sample
AS5048B magnetic angle sensor for steering positioning, 4x salvaged
induction sensors as motor speed encoder, 1x GY-80 IMU as extra
reference, 1x Pixycam, 1x salvaged Xbox kinect 360, 1x xv-11 Lidar
(salvaged out of an Neato botvac vacuum cleaner), 4x salvaged bicycles for
the steering mechanism and used for building the frame, 4x 28cm wagon
wheels, 1x 12V 24Ah battery salvaged out of an UPS system
Task strategy description
Pre-task mapping with kinect sensor. Navigation with ROS via Full RGBDSLAM with IMU and Laser range finder.

Dora the explorer

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors
Contact Email

Fontys University of Applied Sciences
Hightech agro minor
Netherlands
Venlo
https://fontys.nl/
Arjan, Luke, Jelle Stappers (Cap)
Frank, Andy
j.stappers@student.fontys.nl

Weight (kg)
43
Actuators/motors
4
installed
Turning radius (cm)
0 cm (skidsteer)
Battery voltage
24V
Battery duration (mins)
240
(W x L x H) (cm)
47 x 67 x 54
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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Sensors installed

4 encoders, 1 compass, motor drivers with
temperature sensors, sick laserscan
tim551.

Robot software description
The software of the robot is made in Labview.
Robot hardware description
the robot has 3 levels inside, the bottom level is where the motors are
located, and being geared down, here are also the motordrivers installed
to keep all Electromagnetic interference in the bottom level we grounded
the chassis and split the robot up in levels. in the second level are located
the batteries and Battery management systems (BMS). every motor runs
on its own battery and BMS, to prevent voltage drop for the electronics
or the pc. in the 3th level are the electronics for keeping track on
encoders, power supply for the pc, laserscan and other sensors located.
on top of the robot sits an i7 IPC2 to control the robot with labview, we
have access to it over teamviewer.
Task strategy description
We plan to do Task 1 and task 2

Zukbot
Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members

Instructors
Contact Email
Weight (kg)

Gdańsk University of Technology
Department of Automatic Control
Poland
Gdańsk
http://fb.com/zukbot
Błażej Błaszczuk, Kamil Domański, Małgorzata
Kraszewska, Mateusz Olszewski (C), Patryk Reiss,
Adam Strużyński, Katarzyna Studzińska, Tomasz
Węsierski
Stanisław Raczyński
mateusz.olszewski@skalppg.pl
15
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Actuators/motors installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

4x BLDC Motors
0
25,2v
45
50 x 65 x 50
SICK TIM551, SJCAM 4000

Robot software description
Robot runs on ROS(Robot Operating System) Installed on Linux Ubuntu. For
image recognition purposes OpenCV library was used
Robot hardware description
Robot is controlled by Gigabyte Brix i7 miniPC. PC communicates with
embedded peripheral drivers through Ethernet interface. Peripheral drivers
are based on STM32F4 microcontrollers. Every peripheral board implements
ethernet. Data received from PC is sent through CAN interface to motor
drivers. CAN interface is the best choice for control of high power actuators
due to insusceptibility to electromagnetic interference thanks to differential
transmission line. BLDC motors are driven by VESC open source brushless
motor controllers using field oriented commutation. Robot is powered from 6
cell Li-Po battery with built-in battery management circuit. The robots rigid
construction is based on aluminium profiles and plates, that ensures robot
stability, as well as easy installation of sensors and weeding module. High
power from brushless motors have been transferred by synchronous belts
with 4:1 RMP ratio. Used wheels are from big RC models. Many parts of this
construction was printed on a 3D printer. The robot is fully waterproof.
Task strategy description
Field navigation is based on readings from laser scanner, with if then fused
with IMU(Inertial Measurement Unit) data to form a map representing
position of every plant relative to the field. On this map are also placed
markers found by image recognition.

http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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Voltan

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors

Contact Email
Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors
installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

UNIVERSIDAD AUTÓNOMA CHAPINGO
POSGRADO EN INGENIERIA AGRICOLA Y USO
INTEGRAL DEL AGUA.
MÉXICO
CHAPINGO, TEXCOCO MÉXICO
https://chapingo.mx/web/
Gerardo Ruiz, David Sánchez, Armando Reyes (C),
Swamy Lemus, Cesar Morales, César Pilón, Ángel
Contreras
Ph.D. Noé Velázquez López nvelazquez@taurus.chapingo.mx, M.C. Juan Carlos
Olguín Rojas - juancarlosuam@hotmail.com, Ing.
Bonifacio Gaona Ponce - bgaonap@hotmail.com
lgerug@hotmail.com
35
TWO MOTORS INSTALLED, WATER PUMP,
HORIZONTAL RAIL, FOGGER AND BUZZER.
80
12V
1.5 hours
55 x 76 x 50
TWO ENCODER, ONE WEB CAM, ONE IMU, SIX
ULTRASONIC

Robot software description
SEGMENTATION SOFTWARE THAT IS AUTOMATICALLY ADAPTED TO THE
CHANGES OF NATURAL LIGHT. IN THE GUIDE OF THE ROBOT IS
USED A SOFTWARE THAT HAS BASED ON THE DETECTION OF
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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THE CROP YARN, WHICH ARE SERVED BY BARRIER.FOR THE
ROBOT ROUTE IN THE SURF, AN ENCODER WILL BE USED TO
DETERMINE THE DISTANCE AND WHEN ROTATING IT WILL BE
USED AN IMU (ACCELEROMETER, SPEEDOMETER, COMPASS).
Robot hardware description
IN THE ELECTRONIC PART OF THE ROBOT IT HAS TWO MOTORS, TWO
ENCODERS, SIX ULTRASONICS, A WEB CAMERA, AN ARDUNIO
ATMEGA, WIRES. THE MECHANICAL PART HAS ALUMINUM
CHASSIS WITH MEASURES OF 55x76x50 cm, FOUR WHEELS,
TRANSMISSION BY CHAINS, SUSPENSION SYSTEM, STABILIZER
ARMS.
Task strategy description
We will load a different program for each task in the robot. We will put the
robot in the field and let it do the assigned task.If we have any
problems in the field, we will arrange to continue in the competition.

Beteigeuze

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members

Kamaro Engineering e.V. at Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology
MOBIMA/ FAST
Germany
Karlsruhe
https://kamaro-engineering.de/
Carsten Naber, Anton Schirg, Lennart Nachtigall, Michael
Fuerst (C), Carlos Garcia, Friedolin Groeger, Thomas
Friedel, Manuel Muth, Lukas Glueck, Christian Kinzig,
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Instructors
Contact Email

Sebastian Blickle, Erik Wustmann, Marco Buckpesch,
Annabell Gessinger, Christoph Breuner
mechanics: Sebastian Blickle, electronics: Carsten Naber,
software: Anton Schirg, organisation: Joachim
Schoenmehl
mail@kamaro-engineering.de

Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

approx. 40kg
Dunkermotoren BG75x25CI 220W BLDC as main drive,
2x Dunkermotoren BG42x15 as steering servos
50
6 LiPo cells at 3.6V = 22.2V
approx. 90
50 x 100 x 65
LIDAR SICK LMS100, LIDAR SICK TIM551, 2x absolute
encoder Pepperl&Fuchs CSS36M, 2x stereo camera
Intel Realsense R200, fisheye camera, IMU BOSCH
BNO055

Robot software description
The robot software is implemented on top of the ROS Software Stack. This
means that the software is separated in so called nodes which solve small parts
of the overall problem. There is a crawl row node keeping the robot in the middle
between two rows of corn, a turn node which manages the switching between
the rows and a localisation node providing the first two nodes with an accurate
localisation to assist them. The localisation as well as a detection node using
opencv empower the robot to detect golf bals. A state machine orchestrates
the nodes to achieve the correct interplay for the given tasks.
Robot hardware description
Mechanical: In order to full fill the requirements of a robot driving in a field the
drive chain was designed as a 4-Wheeldrive with a single, central electric motor
which can provide a torque up to 9Nm per wheel. The power transmission flows
on two selfdesigned differentials in the front and in the back of the robot. Each
axle mounting has its own suspension ensuring a smooth ride in rough terrain.
Front and back axis can be steered independently therefore also diagonal
movements are possible. Electrical: The central computing unit is a desktop
computer mainboard in the mini-itx format with a Intel i5 quadcore processor
and 8 Gb of ram. Low level hardware interaction and motor control via CAN-Bus
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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is done on a ARM Cortex M4 Board. The microcontroller communicates with the
computer via USB.
Task strategy description
We will use the LIDAR installed at the front to navigate between the rows of
corn plants. For the weeding task we use a camera for detecting the golf balls
and a 3D-printed construction for spraying. As our freestyle task we are
planning to analyse the condition of the plants. We will use the stereo cameras
to create a point cloud to measure their height or at least to differentiate the
hights of different plants. Further we want to try to determin the health
stiuation of the plants.

Terra

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors
Contact Email

Harper Adams University
Engineering Department
United Kingdom
Shropshire
https://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/
Zhuo Cheng, Laiquan Luo, Shenghui Yang,
Yanqiu Yang (C)
Sam Wane
16332100@live.harper.ac.uk

Weight (kg)
11.5
Actuators/motors
Driving Motor, Servo Motor
installed
Turning radius (cm)
85
Battery voltage
11.1V
http://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/events/fre/
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Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

3hrs
45 x 100 x 48
Pixy Camera*2, LED scanner*3, Encoder

Carbonite

Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors
Contact Email
Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors
installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration
(mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)

Schülerforschungszentrum Südwürttemberg
Standort Überlingen
Germany
Überlingen
sfz-bw.de
Jacob Schupp, Marcus Bolter, Christoffer
Raun, Samuel Layer-Reiss, David Lippner (C),
Timo Schönegg, Lukas Locher
Lukas Locher
locher.l@t-online.de
16kg
4 Dynamixel MX 64 AR Servos (Steering).
Robitronic Platinium 1:8 Brushless 10,5 T. Two
servos and pumps for weeding unit
Not tested, theoretical 40cm
16.8 V (4S Lipo)
Load dependent, minimal 240 min
45 x 78 x 30
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Sensors installed

Pixhawk flight Controller (we only use gyroskope).
Two Sick TIM- Laserscanner. Jaigo 5000 Cam

Robot software description
We use the robot operation system ROS (indigo) on an Intel NUC with
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operating system. For image processing we use openCVlibrary with ROS and Common-Vision-Blocks (CVB) from Stemmer-Imaging
for the configuration of our camera. For parameter-adjusting of our ROSNodes we developed some GUIs based on QML.
Robot hardware description
We developped three PCBs. One for the power supply of all components.
The other PCBs are based on stm32f0 microcontrollers, one for our weeding
unit, the other is for speed-control, feeding the drive controller Toro TS 150
from sky RC with a PWM-Signal for desired speed. Sick-Laserscanners and
NUC are connected over ethernet with the GIGE-Ports of our WLANRepeater. The Jaigo 5000 Cam is a USB3-Cam.
Task strategy description
We have two different approaches for navigating through a simple maize
field. One approach is camera based - We use our camera to detect the
maize rows and calculate the steering angle. The second approach uses two
sick tim 2d laser scanners to detect the plants and to calculate a route to
navigate through the rows. For task 2 we use our navigation tools from task
1 and our odometry tools to navigate between the rows. The weed and
obstacle detection in task 3 is based on our camera as well. With the help of
our obtained odometry values we create an opencv image showing the
position of the detected weed in the field.

Helios
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Name of Institution
Department
Country
City
Webpage
Team members
Instructors
Contact Email
Weight (kg)
Actuators/motors
installed
Turning radius (cm)
Battery voltage
Battery duration (mins)
(W x L x H) (cm)
Sensors installed

TU Braunschweig
Institut für mobile Maschinen und Nutzfahrzeuge /
Institute of Mobile Machines and Commercial Vehicles
Germany
Braunschweig
fredt.de
David Bernzen, Christian Schaub (C), Enrico Schleef,
Luke Schneider (C), Tom Schröder, Christopher Sontag
(C), Julius Steinmatz
Till-Fabian Minßen
info@fredt.de
25kg
1
75
24V
60
35x66x42
5

Robot software description
We are using ROS, the robotic operating system, an open source environment
for controlling robotic platforms. Its speciality is the heavy usage of the
observer design pattern which, beside other techniques, decouples the need of
thread and inter-process-communication management for the developer and
leaves more room for the important parts.
Robot hardware description
The durable Helios drivetrain realizes a permanent four-wheel-drive and
consists of an electric motor (Dunkermotoren BG75X25CI, 250W), a set of
gears and axle differentials and four wheels with equal size. The gears and
differentials are separated from the rough and dusty environment through
aluminium housings and the damped axle construction can easily adapt itself to
very uneven ground. Therefore the robot is ideal for the use under often
unpredictable field conditions.
Task strategy description
Approach task 1: For Task 1, we implemented a “simple controller”. It evaluates
the data from our front laser scanner which detects the distance between
Helios and row and initiates the necessary steering angle to correct the driving
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direction. Approach task 2: Task 2, the advanced navigation, resembles task 1.
The difference is the navigation from the end of one row into the next given
row, which was the difficult part. We solved this by writing a mathematical
function. Approach task 3 & 4: In Task 3, we detect the balls with a hough circle
detection and communicate the positions through an Arduino which serves as a
servo controller on the attachment. After the preparation, the balls are sprayed
by the exact jet when the odometry gives the signal.
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Programme
Tuesday 13 June 2017
Teams arrive at Harper Adams
14:00 onwards Register at AEIC and you'll then have time to unload your
robot and setup pits etc
14:00 onwards Practice field available (Soil Hall)
21:00
Soil hall closes
Wednesday 14 June 2017
09:00
Soil Hall opens - practice field available
10:00
Yellow Gold - Jim Loynes
11:00
Hyperweeding - Matt Butler, Mingfeng, Sam Wane
14:00
Task 1
16:00
Task 2
21:00
Soil hall closes
Thursday 15 June 2017
09:00
Soil Hall opens - practice field available
10:00
Maverick Atlas and STEM - Sam Wane
11:00
Agri-Epi Centre- Simon Blackmore
12:00
RS/P&F/SMC lecture
14:00
Tasks 3 and 4
16:00
Tasks 3 and 4 continue
21:00
Soil hall closes
Friday 16 June 2017
09:00
Soil Hall opens - practice field available
10:00
Freestyle competition
11:00
Hands Free Hectare tour
13:00
Event ends - teams depart
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